Accuracy of patient perception of their prevailing rhythm: a comparative analysis of monitor data and questionnaire responses in patients with atrial fibrillation.
Atrial fibrillation (AF) guidelines recommend that symptom relief be a primary goal in management. However, patient perception of their prevailing rhythm is often inaccurate, complicating symptom-targeted treatment. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of patient perception of their prevailing rhythm and identify factors that predict inaccuracies. Demographic and health status data were captured by questionnaires for 458 outpatients with documented AF. AF burden (%) was captured by 1-week continuous heart monitors. Patients estimated the length and frequency of their AF episodes by completing the AF Symptom Severity questionnaire. Patient reports were compared to AF burden, and outliers were identified and broken into 2 groups: patients with AF burden <10% who indicated near-continuous AF (overestimators) and patients with AF burden >90% who estimated little to no AF (underestimators). Multinomial logistic regression was used to identify predictors of inaccuracies (over- or underestimators). By continuous monitor, 15% of patients were found to be over- or underestimators. Persistent AF, female sex, older age, anxiety, and depression were predictive of inaccurate patient perception. Persistent AF, female sex, and older age were predictive of underestimating, while mood disorders (anxiety and depression) were predictive of overestimating. The prevalence of underestimators was nearly twice that of overestimators. Sex, age, and mood disorders are among factors that lead to inaccurate patient perception of their prevailing rhythm in patients with AF. Such modulating factors should be considered when evaluating treatment strategies. Consideration should be given to more liberal use of heart monitors in these patient populations to better target therapy.